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Preliminary Notices on Public Projects
The first step to secure bond claim rights on a project may be to serve a

preliminary notice.

A preliminary notice does not reflect negatively upon the creditworthiness of

your customer or any party within the ladder of supply.

Depending on the state in which it's served, a preliminary notice may go by a

different name.

19 states have a statutory preliminary notice
Generally, a notice is required on public projects in the following states to protect any future rights to file a bond claim.

31 States Don't Have a Statutory Notice
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Although a notice isn't
required in these states,
serving a non-statutory
notice is recommended.

This information is provided with the understanding that the publisher is not engaged in rendering legal advice. NCS recommends retaining an attorney for each case.

The notice, even when not required, drives payment & makes you a payment priority.

97.3% of the time,
serving a notice
will get you paid
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16 States Have additional remedies, 2 require a Notice
In 16 states, you may be able to pursue an additional remedy such as a public

improvement lien, lien on funds, or stop notice. In most states, the preliminary

notice secures the bond claim and the lien on funds. In 2 states, a separate

notice must be served.

We'll Help You Protect & Collect.
Contact NCS Credit Today!


